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The Bilderberg Group is an elite ‘club’ founded in 1954 and run by a steering committee made up of
two members each from approximately 18 nations. This committee organises annual conferences of
120‐140 people – to which leading bankers, media moguls, corporate barons, intelligence agencies,
national statesmen and members of royalty are invited. Bilderberg participants almost invariably
include current U.S. Presidents, European Commissioners and NATO General Secretaries as well as
heads or representatives of the U.S. Federal Reserve bank and European Central Bank. It gains it
name from the Hotel Bilderberg in the Netherlands where its first conference was held.
The conferences are held in 5‐star hotels in Europe and the U.S. – during which time the hotels are
closed to the public and the press – and ruthlessly cordoned off by armed guards. Journalists who
attempt by overt or covert means to gain information on Bilderberg Conference proceedings and
decisions have been harassed, subjected to reprisals or simply banned from publishing their findings
by the media – not surprising given that the media themselves are largely controlled by
‘Bilderbergers’. No one invited to attend the conferences is ever allowed to breathe one word about
what was discussed or agreed in them – even if they are leading national politicians or even
powerful state Presidents and Prime Ministers. That is because the conferences are designed to
agree – in complete secrecy – a consensus of actions to serve the current agenda of the group – and
to recruit members in positions of power in their own countries able to serve in the realisation of
this agenda.
For decades the Bilderberg Group has already functioned effectively in Britain, Europe and the West
as a whole as an unelected shadow government. Its global agenda is essentially the creation of a
‘One World Company’, ‘One World Currency’ and ‘One World Government’ – in other words, a so‐
called ‘New World Order’. It should be stressed that this is not a term invented by ‘conspiracy
theorists’ but a mantram regularly repeated in public by numerous powerful political leaders such as

Bush senior, Bush junior, Tony Blair, George Brown and the current U.K. chancellor George Osborne
– who like the Bushes, Tony Blair and the current German Chancellor Angela Merkel, is also a
‘Bilderberger’ i.e. an ally or agent of the Bilderberg Group and its aims. Regular attendees have
included bankers such as Rockefeller, old cold‐war warriors such as Henry Kissinger and Zbigniew
Brezinski as well as new warmongers such as Paul Wolfowitz.
Far from being a mere harmless annual talking shop for the members of the world’s ruling financial,
corporate and political elites and institutions, attendees at Bilderberg Conferences have almost
invariably succeeded in realising what investigative writers and journalists such as Daniel Estulin,
Jesse Ventura and Alex Jones – as well as released Wikileaks documents – have succeeded in finding
out about key issues and aims raised in them. In fact Estulin’s interest in Bilderberg was first aroused
by the fact that a Bilderberg friend of his father spoke about numerous significant world events
before they happened. Just some of the aims agreed and brought about by Bilderberg attendees at
successive Conferences include:
•

1955 Conference: Wikileaks documents quote them as referring to “Pressing need to bring
the German people, together with the other peoples of Europe, into a common market” and
“To arrive in the shortest possible time at the highest degree of integration, beginning with a
common European market.” Two year later the European Economic Community or ‘Common
Market was established by the Treaty of Rome as was The European Atomic Energy
Community – atomic power having been high on the Conference Agenda.

The minutes also state that “A European speaker expressed concern about the need to achieve a
common currency, and indicated that in his view this necessarily implied the creation of a central
political authority.” And indeed, 40 years later, a single European currency, the Euro, was introduced
after the creation of a “central political authority” – the European Union or EU. A BBC investigation
uncovered documents from the early Bilderberg meetings which confirmed that the European Union
was a brainchild of Bilderberg.
•

1973 Conference: Swedish Social Democrat Prime Primister Olaf Palme objects to Henry
Kissinger’s presence at the Conference. Agreement on the need for a fourfold increase in oil
prices. The Yom Kippur war began the year after, leading to an OPEC embargo and a fourfold
increase in oil prices.

•

1988 Conference: Discussion of ‘the German question’ with German Chancellor Helmut Kohl
in attendance. One year later the Berlin wall falls and Germany is re‐unified.

•

1999 Conference: invitees include Jacques Santer, Bill Clinton and Tony Blair. In the following
year Santer becomes head of the European Commission, Clinton becomes a Presidential
Candidate and Blair becomes head of the Labour Party.

•

2002 (June): talk of the need to delay a planned attack on Iraq until Saddam Hussein rather
than Osama bin Laden had been clearly fixed in people’s minds as ‘Enemy No. 1’. Result, the
war on Iraq was delayed until March 2003.

•

2005: Angela Merkel invited. Six months later she is elected as German Chancellor.

“In 2006, Estulin predicted that the U.S. housing market would be allowed to soar before the bubble
was cruelly popped, which is exactly what transpired. In 2008, Estulin predicted that Bilderberg were
creating the conditions for a financial calamity, which is exactly what began a few months later with
the collapse of Lehman Brothers … Barack Obama’s running mate Joe Biden was selected by
Bilderberg luminary James A. Johnson”
A basic method whereby Bilderberg achieves its aims is to get the ‘right’ people – their people – into
important positions of power or influence at the right time – or to engineer the removal of the
‘wrong’ people from those positions. These are not official or formal ‘executive decisions’ taken at
Bilderberg Conferences, and yet they can be engineered by and between Bilderbergers – attendees
at those Conferences.
“A 2008 Portuguese newspaper report highlighted the fact that Pedro Santana Lopes and Jose
Socrates attended the 2004 meeting in Stresa, Italy before both going on to become Prime Minster
of Portugal.”
… at last year’s meeting, former U.S. Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice formalized plans to sign a
treaty on installing a U.S. radar base in the Czech Republic with Czech Foreign Minister Karel
Schwarzenberg. Rice was joined at the meeting by Defense Secretary Robert Gates, who reportedly
encouraged EU globalists to get behind an attack on Iran. Low and behold, days later the EU
threatened Iran with sanctions if it did not suspend its nuclear enrichment program.
There was also widespread speculation that Hillary Clinton and Barack Obama’s “secret meeting,”
which was accomplished with the aid of cloak and dagger tactics like locking journalists on an
airplane to keep them from tracking the two down, took place at the Bilderberg meeting in DC.”
As we reported at the time, Bilderberg were concerned that the price of oil was accelerating too fast
after it hit $150 a barrel and wanted to ensure that “oil prices would probably begin to decline”. This
is exactly what happened in the latter half of 2008 as oil again sunk below $50 a barrel. We were
initially able to predict the rapid rise in oil prices in 2005 when oil was at $40, because Bilderberg
had called for prices to rise during that year’s meeting in Munich. During the conference in Germany,
Henry Kissinger told his fellow attendees that the elite had resolved to ensure that oil prices would
double over the course of the next 12‐24 months, which is exactly what happened.”
2009 Conference: “According to Estulin’s sources, which have been proven highly accurate in the
past, Bilderberg is divided on whether to put into motion, “Either a prolonged, agonizing depression
that dooms the world to decades of stagnation, decline and poverty … or an intense‐but‐shorter
depression that paves the way for a new sustainable economic world order, with less sovereignty
but more efficiency.”
Quotations from Paul Joseph Watson Prison Planet.com Wednesday, May 6, 2009.
More sinister Bilderberg ‘achievements’ (or more likely those of its members or agents of its
Steering Committee) are believed to include the C.I.A. assassination of J.F. Kennedy – who spoke
publicly to the press against a secretive conspiracy and sought to remove crucial powers from the
Federal Reserve Bank, the assassination of Swedish social democrat Prime Minister Olaf Palme
(whose whereabouts at a cinema only one person – a Bilderberger – knew of) and a highly‐guarded
President of the Deutsche Bank – himself a Bilderberger who had begun to have moral doubts about

its aims and methods. In the German context it is also interesting to note that all members of the
Bundestag or German parliament invited to Bilderberg Conferences actually have their expenses
paid by the German government.
Other aims agreed and achieved in line with the global agenda of Bilderberg include stoking Islamic
terrorism, bursting the housing bubble, and creating the conditions for the worst global economic
depression ever to occur.
Why? Because making people feel that their identity is threatened by Islam is a perfect formula for
‘divide and rule’, for launching new wars in the Middle East and tightening a ‘Homeland’ police state,
whilst at the same time placing the victims of economic depression in conditions of worsening
financial insecurity or poverty makes them more open to new forms of world governance offering a
‘solution’ – for example in the form of a ‘One World Currency’.
The current aim of the Group seems to be to trash the U.S. economy and cause the collapse of the
dollar. Why? Because this would automatically create conditions for the creation of a new One‐
World Currency – one totally in the hands of private banks. See the video ‘The Day After the Dollar
Crashes’ for a prognosis of how – and how quickly – this would occur. Notably also, the recent
downgrading of U.S. debt from its Triple A status to AA+ by American ratings agency Standard and
Poor occurred immediately after it appointed a Bilderberger (Deven Sharma) as its new CEO.
What follows is an extensive citation from economist Ellen Brown’s article entitled:
Standard & Poors and the Bilderbergers: All Part of the Plan?
Monday 22 August 2011
The Dubious S&P Downgrade:
Many commentators questioned the validity of the downgrade that threatened to collapse the
market. Dean Baker, co‐director of the Center for Economic and Policy Research, said in a statement:
“The Treasury Department revealed that S&P’s decision was initially based on a $2 trillion error in
accounting. However, even after this enormous error was corrected, S&P went ahead with the
downgrade. This suggests that S&P had made the decision to downgrade independent of the
evidence. [Emphasis added.]
Paul Krugman, writing in The New York Times, was also skeptical, stating:
“Everything I’ve heard about S&P’s demands suggests that it’s talking nonsense about the US fiscal
situation. The agency has suggested that the downgrade depended on the size of agreed deficit
reduction over the next decade, with $4 trillion apparently the magic number. Yet US solvency
depends hardly at all on what happens in the near or even medium term: an extra trillion in debt
adds only a fraction of a percent of GDP to future interest costs….
In short, S&P is just making stuff up – and after the mortgage debacle, they really don’t have that
right.”
In an illuminating exposé posted on Firedoglake on August 5, Jane Hamsher concluded:

“It’s becoming more and more obvious that Standard and Poor’s has a political agenda riding on the
notion that the US is at risk of default on its debt based on some arbitrary limit to the debt‐to‐GDP
ratio. There is no sound basis for that limit, or for S&P’s insistence on at least a $4 trillion down
payment on debt reduction, any more than there is for the crackpot notion that a non‐crazy US can
be forced to default on its debt…”
It’s time the media and Congress started asking Standard and Poor’s what their political agenda is
and whom it serves.
Who Drove the S&P Agenda?
Jason Schwarz shed light on this question in an article on Seeking Alpha titled “The Rise of Financial
Terrorism.” He wrote:
“ After the market close on Friday August 5th, we received word that S&P CEO Deven Sharma had
taken control of the ratings agency and personally led the push for a US downgrade. There is a lot of
evidence that he has deliberately tried to trash the US economy. Even after discovering that the S&P
debt calculations were off by $2 trillion, Sharma made the decision to go ahead with the unethical
downgrade. This is a guy who was a key contributor at the 2009 Bilderberg Summit that organized
120 of the world’s richest men and women to push for an end to the dollar as the global reserve
currency.”
“Through his writings on “competitive strategy” S&P CEO Sharma considers the United States the
PROBLEM in today’s world, operating with what he implies is an unfair and reckless advantage. The
brutal reality is that for “globalization” to succeed the United States must be torn asunder …”
What, then, is the agenda of the Bilderbergers?
The One World Company
Daniel Estulin, noted expert on the Bilderbergers, describes that secretive globalist group as “a
medium of bringing together financial institutions which are the world’s most powerful and most
predatory financial interests.”
It seems the Bilderbergers are less interested in governing the world than in owning the world. The
“world company” was a term first used at a Bilderberger meeting in Canada in 1968 by George Ball,
US undersecretary of state for economic affairs and a managing director of banking giants Lehman
Brothers and Kuhn Loeb. The world company was to be a new form of colonialism, in which global
assets would be acquired by economic rather than military coercion. The company would extend
across national boundaries, aggressively engaging in mergers and acquisitions until the assets of the
world were subsumed under one privately owned corporation, with nation‐states subservient to a
private international central banking system. Estulin continues:
“The idea behind each and every Bilderberg meeting is to create what they themselves call THE
ARISTOCRACY OF PURPOSE between European and North American elites on the best way to manage
the planet. In other words, the creation of a global network of giant cartels, more powerful than any
nation on Earth, destined to control the necessities of life of the rest of humanity … This explains
what George Ball … said back in 1968, at a Bilderberg meeting in Canada: “Where does one find a

legitimate base for the power of corporate management to make decisions that can profoundly
affect the economic life of nations to whose governments they have only limited responsibility?”
That base of power was found in the private global banking system. Estulin goes on:
“The problem with today’s system is that the world is run by monetary systems, not by national
credit systems…. You don’t want a monetary system to run the world. You want sovereign nation‐
states to have their own credit systems, which is the system of their currency…. [T]he possibility of
productive, non‐inflationary credit creation by the state, which is firmly stated in the US
Constitution, was excluded by Maastricht [the Treaty of the European Union] as a method of
determining economic and financial policy.”
The world company acquires assets by preventing governments from issuing their own currencies
and credit. Money is created instead by banks as loans at interest. The debts inexorably grow, since
more money is always owed back than was created in the original loans. (For more on this, see
here.) If currencies are not allowed to expand to meet increased costs and growth, the inevitable
result is a wave of bankruptcies, foreclosures and sales of assets at fire sale prices. Sales to whom?
To the “world company”. [End of citation.]
The goal of a ‘One World Company’ totally belies the absurd idea held by some American anti‐
Bilderberg campaigners that it is ‘communist’ in nature, or that the type of New World Order’ it aims
for can be compared to that of a Hitler or Stalin. For One World Communism would be the very
opposite of a ‘One World Company’. The autonomy and national self‐rule of peoples is the very
opposite of international rule over all peoples by an elite of capitalist bankers and big corporations.
As for whether ideas about the Bilderberg Group are mere ‘conspiracy theory’, is it not a fact that to
conspire means precisely to hold meetings and plan actions in secret, and that its Latin root meaning
is to ‘breathe or blow something together’ (con‐spirare). Not a word spoken in the Bilderberg
Conferences can be breathed outside them. They are thus a form of ‘open conspiracy’, for though
announced and held in public, the media that the Bilderbergers control breathe barely a word about
them. We are thus reminded of the words of American President Woodrow Wilson:
“Some of the biggest men in the United States … know that there is a power somewhere so
organized, so subtle, so watchful, so interlocked, so complete, so pervasive, that they had better not
speak above their breath in condemnation of it.”
“I am a most unhappy man. I have unwittingly ruined my country. Our system of credit is
concentrated. The growth of the nation, therefore, and all our activities are in the hands of a few
men. We have come to be one of the worst ruled, one of the most completely controlled and
dominated Governments in the civilized world no longer a Government by free opinion, no longer a
Government by conviction and the vote of the majority, but a Government by the opinion and duress
of a small group of dominant men.”
These were Wilson’s words after signing the Federal Reserve Act in 1913 – which meant that all
money issued to the government – every dollar in circulation – carried interest to the cartel of
private banks behind the so‐called ‘Federal Reserve.

Hence also the words of Louis McFadden, Chairman of the United States House Committee on
Banking and Currency and vociferous opponent of the Federal Reserve Bank:
“A world banking system was being set up here … a super‐state controlled by international bankers
… acting together to enslave the world for their pleasure. The Fed.[Federal Reserve Bank] has
usurped the power of government.”
After three previous assassination attempts, McFadden was poisoned before he could bring an
impeachment case against the Federal Reserve Board.
Finally, there are the outspoken admissions of leading Bilderberger – David Rockefeller:
“We are grateful to the Washington Post, the New York Times, Time magazine and other great
publications whose directors have attended our meetings and respected the promise of discretion for
almost forty years.
It would have been impossible for us to develop our plan for the world if we had been subject to
the bright lights of publicity during those years. But the world is now more sophisticated and
prepared to march towards a world‐government.”
“The supranational sovereignty of an intellectual elite and world bankers is surely preferable to
the national auto‐determination practiced in past centuries.”
“For more than a century, ideological extremists at either end of the political spectrum have seized
upon well‐publicized incidents to attack the Rockefeller family for the inordinate influence they
claim we wield over American political and economic institutions.
Some even believe we are part of a secret cabal working against the best interests of the United
States, characterizing my family and me as “internationalists” and of conspiring with others around
the world to build a more integrated global political and economic structure – one world, if you will.
If that’s the charge, I stand guilty, and I am proud of it.”
Rockefeller was one of the founders of the ‘Trilateral Commission’, which, like the U.S. ‘Council on
Foreign Relations’, constituted a type of second arm of the Bilderberg group in the United States.
For as Alex Jones writes:
“The Trilateral Commission sprang from the Bilderbergers when one of its principal members, Esso or
Standard Oil’s David Rockefeller came into conflict with his fellows over whether to include Japan in
the club. To introduce an Asian economic power into what was a club of rich Caucasians, it appears,
was simply not on!
So Rockefeller funded and set up the New York‐based Trilateral Commission in 1973 with Zbigniew
Brzezinski as its intellectual architect. Significantly, its inaugural meeting was held in Tokyo.
The Trilateral Commission has a strong working relationship with the Council on Foreign Relations ,
itself the sister group of the UK‐based Royal Institute of International Affairs (Chatham House). It is
divided into three regional sectors, North America, Europe and Asia. Many of its members are also
Bilderbergers with the same mutual interests for the development of globalization, the so‐called

economics of ‘neo‐liberalism’ including wholesale privatization of anything that moves, the new
world order and corporate capitalist totalitarianism.”
National Marxism and National Communism – National Bolshevism – is the only alternative to the
international ‘New World Order’ of “corporate capitalist totalitarianism” pursued by the Bilderberg
Group. Hence it is a vital necessity for National Bolsheviks to expose the traitorous agents, allies and
affiliates of this Group in different nations – whether they act knowingly or unknowingly, are
‘recruited’ from idealistic motives or act out of pure and calculated self‐interest. For though the
‘invitees’ of the Bilderberg Conferences may vary from year to year, and attend its proceedings with
more or less naivety, its Steering Committee knows full well what its global agenda is and how best
to achieve it – by whatever means.
National Bolshevism versus the Bilderberg Group:
The National People’s Party in the U.K.hereby calls on all anarchist, socialist, libertarian, gnostic,
communist, Marxist, Nationalist and National Bolshevik groups to organise an annual Anti‐Capitalist
Conference to serve exactly the same purposes for socialism and communism as the Bilderberg Group
does for international capitalism.
Appendix: how the ruling elite is preparing its ‘Endgame’ for the ‘End Time’ of Capitalism.
The Bilderberg Group’s 2011 agenda for action includes increasing internet censorship, reducing
reportage on Bilderberg itself, in particular by newspapers such as the Guardian not under its
control, prolonging the economic crisis through bankster bailouts and further pressure for further
fiscal austerity measures in European countries already sliding towards mass impoverishment and
bankruptcy – and promoting wars in the Middle East and elsewhere as part of a long‐term plan for
global depopulation – to be aided by chemicalised foods, toxic drugs and enforced vaccination
programs inducing infertility. Here we see the most sinister side of the Bilderberg group – effectively
an Endgame or ‘Plan B’ for the super‐rich capitalist class as they confront the threat to their status
constituted by the inevitable self‐destruction of capitalism. Their sole remaining solution –the
Endgame of the Capitalist Elite – is to attempt to roll back history and effect a reactionary return to a
type of global neo‐feudalism.
This means the abolition of a ‘middle class’ and the return to a two‐class system of feudal overlords
on the one hand and a manageable and minimum number of impoverished serfs in wage‐ and debt‐
slavery to them – just enough to service their needs using technologies unavailable in earlier feudal
societies.
The Bilderberg Group is already and effectively a monetary aristocracy of the Western world. Yet for
the few to survive, the many who pose an increasing and ever‐present threat to them will need to be
‘culled’. This will require the depopulation of the earth by anything from 50 to 90 per cent.
According to the findings of Jesse Ventura and others on the Bilderberg group this global genocide
will be achieved militarily and medically – with the military‐industrial complex and the
pharmaceutical industry (already the most profitable industries in the world, and the only still‐viable
export industries of the U.S. economy) playing the largest role, whilst at the same time profiting
most. Bilderberg will work to promote international wars, to overcome all obstacles to the

marketing of toxic drugs and toxic foods such as those containing Aspartame and to enforce
international bans on all natural health remedies – already being lobbied for in Europe.
Their main instrument will be the international enforcement of vaccination programmes to ‘deal’
with artificially created pandemics. For the highly toxic ‘adjuvants’ such as squalene contained in the
vaccines used will not only make people ill but also increase infertility on a mass scale. For those
who think this conspiratorial scheme is ‘mere’ conspiratorial fantasy see the video clip by
Bilderberger Bill Gates on the use of health programmes and vaccines to reduce the world
population. Note also that according to the Journal of the American Medical Association, ‘orthodox’
and supposedly ‘scientific’ form of hi‐tech medical treatment and legal prescription drugs are
already the fourth major cause of death – serving basically as a cash‐cow for the corporate health
industry. Illness is Big Business – so the more of it the better. Hence the currently recognised
epidemic of over‐diagnosis and over‐treatment resulting in widespread iatrogenic (medically
induced) disease and death. The World Health Organisation, itself run by Bilderbergers, will work
unceasingly to ban native forms of medicine, to globally promote and export Western medicine and
to deny all dangers to the drugs and vaccines it employs.
Opponents of Bilderberg therefore need to raise awareness and resist the international ruling elite
on seven fronts – the political, the economic, the medical, the scientific, the cultural, the ethnic‐
racial and the spiritual or religious‐philosophical front. This requires a campaign of ‘Education in
Awareness’ on all these fronts – and with it the cultivation of a new awareness‐based politics,
economics, medicine, science and spirituality.
On the political front – exposing the agents of the international banking, financial and monetary
serving cabals such as Bilderberg Group.
On the economic front – educating and empowering the people in their fight against the
international banking and monetary system.
On the medical front – educating people about the sickness‐inducing and sickness‐maintaining
effects of so‐called ‘scientific’ medicine. (see ‘The Sickness of Capitalism and Money‐Driven
Medicine’)
On the scientific front – challenging the foundations of modern ‘science’ itself, which seeks to explain
all truly ‘empirical’ phenomena i.e. all tangible sensory and qualitative dimensions of our experience
of the world – as a product of nothing but theoretical constructs and taking the form of abstract and
intangible quantities – whether in the form of statistical data or so‐called energetic ‘quanta’. This
requires the evolution and refinement of a new and truly empirical science of actually experienced
phenomena – in other words what is called ‘phenomenological’ or ‘subjective’ science i.e. a science
of subjectivity and of our lived subjective experience of the world – rather than an ‘objectivist’
science which reduces conscious experiencing to a property of supposedly insentient ‘objects’. (see
www.thesciencedelusion.blogspot.com)
On the cultural front – rejecting totalitarian media disinformation and a totally dumbed‐down
capitalist ‘circus culture’ which serves to narrow the awareness and interest of the people to the
superficial celebrity and sports news, to ignore the fate of the world and to replace the rich and
deep cultural traditions of all nations with a superificial international and secular ‘McCulture’. Only

in this culture can children grow up without ever being introduced to philosophy, without having
heard a Beethoven symphony, read the great poets, seen a Shakespeare play or Wagner opera ‐ and
in which 50% of all Americans have not read a single book.
On the ethnic‐racial front – recognising that by its very nature the awareness of a specific cultural,
ethnic, racial‐biological or religious identity transcends that identity – whilst at the same time
embracing and finding creative expression in all such identities.
On the spiritual‐religious and philosophical front – the evolution and refinement of a new
understanding of the fundamental nature of reality, one which recognises all beings and all things as
individualised portions, expressions and embodiments of a universal awareness or ‘subjectivity’ –
one that is no mere property or ‘object’ of an individual ‘ego’, ‘I’ or ‘subject’. Along with this goes the
recognition that ‘God’ is not some sort of supreme being that happens to ’have’ or ‘possesses’
awareness. Instead God IS Awareness. This not an awareness that is ‘yours’ or ‘mine’ ‐ the private
property of individual beings or a mere product of their bodies or brains, but one that is the
metaphysical source of all beings and all bodies ‐ and the very essence of the Divine (see
www.thenewyoga.org )
In contrast, The Great Seal of the United States that is printed on each dollar note symbolises the
idea of a single subject or ‘I’ in the form of a radiant eye which is elevated above a world of objects
in the form of a truncated stone pyramid. The words beneath it read Novum Ordo Seclorum –
meaning ‘New Order of the Ages’, this New Order being based on the Cartesian and Enlightenment
idea of the universe as composed of individual subjects ruling over a world of inanimate and
insentient objects. This goes together with the idea of God as a ‘Supreme Subject’ ruling over all
other beings or subjects, and in this way turning them into ‘objects’ that are ‘subject’ to its divine
power – rather than an understanding of all beings and all things as manifestations subjectivity or
consciousness as such and not of any individual subject, human or divine.
Notes:
According to Estulin, the Bilderberg Group is part of a long tradition of banking commencing with the
‘Black Nobility’ of Venice or Lombardy.
“Around AD1400, European power centres coalesced into two camps: the Ghibellines, who
supported the Emperor‘s Hohenstaufen family, and the Guelphs, from Welf, the German prince who
competed with Frederick for control of the Holy Roman Empire. The Pope allied himself with the
Guelphs. All modern history stems directly from the struggle between these two powers. The
Guelphs are also called the Neri, Black Guelphs, or Black Nobility, and supported William of Orange
in his seizure of the throne of England, which eventually resulted in the formation of the Bank of
England and the East India Company, which would rule the world from the 17th century. All coup
d’etats, revolutions and wars in the 19th and 20th centuries are centred in the battle of the Guelphs
to hold and enhance their power, which is now the New World Order. The power of the Guelphs
would extend through the Italian financial centers to the north of France in Lombardy (all Italian
bankers were referred to as “Lombards”). Lombard in German means “deposit bank“, and the
Lombards were bankers to the entire Medieval world. They would later transfer operations north to
Hamburg, then to Amsterdam and finally to London.“

Updates
Bilderberg 2012 report
May 18, 2011 – Daniel Estulin arrested at Madrid Airport
Bilderberg 2011 – full attendee list
Bilderberg meets amid growing strife (RT interview on Bilderberg)
Awareness of Bilderberg Cabal Explodes in 2011
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